
Bruno’s Revolutionary Seating



Introducing...

Valet
Valet Plus

Valet Limited
Valet LV

Bruno Independent Living Aids, the world’s leader in vehicle lifts and accessible seating for 
the mobility marketplace, has launched a complete line of turning seats – Valet Signature 
Seating. Acknowledging that everyone deserves a bit of luxury, Valet Signature Seats deliver 
stylish comfort and elegant assistance.

A wide variety of vehicles can accommodate a Valet Signature Seat, and every seat rewards its 
user with reliable performance and effortless access into and out of their vehicle.

Simple, one button operation is standard for all Valet Signature Seats, making them extremely easy 
to use. Nothing has been sacrificed to deliver maximum safety. Every model has been thoroughly 
tested by independent, licensed agencies. And, in most cases, the use of the original vehicle seat 
belt is retained for ultimate safety.

Valet Signature Seating will present an entirely new opportunity for your life on the road. Grab it! 

Valet Signature Seating



Valet®

Assists in entering and exiting your 
higher vehicle.

Available in a broad range of colors, in 
two upholstery options - Ultraleather™ 
Plus and Metro Tech fabric. 

Easy one button operation
hand-held pendant

A Workhorse...
A simple and reliable solution for access to higher vehicles, 
such as today’s popular minivans, SUVs, CUVs and pickup 
trucks, the Valet Seat provides full power rotation and 
lowering to eliminate the twisting and turning associated 
with entering and exiting many vehicles.

Many people like to ride above the traffic with a nice 
unobstructed view. Now, you can enjoy the ride with a seat 
that gracefully places you in control. The Valet requires no 
structual vehicle modification, thus allowing reinstallation 
of the original seat, sustaining the vehicle’s value for resale.



Valet® Plus

A smaller footprint and lower unit profile 
means more legroom for first and second 

row passengers.

Power forward/backward 
seat adjustment

Full recline with levers on both sides

An Elegant Addition...
A step-up from the Valet, the Valet Plus is a luxury seat that 
combines style with marvelous functionality, the Valet Plus 
represents the reward you deserve. Individually programmed 
at installation to ensure the best fit and function, the Valet 
Plus features power forward/backward seat adjustment for 
maximum legroom, and full seat recline. An integrated flip-up 
footrest and retention of the original seat belt provides both 
comfort and security.

Designed with factory aesthetics in mind, the Valet Plus is 
available in an impressive array of colors and two material 
choices - Metro Tech fabric and Ultraleather™Plus. It feels like 
the seat has been tailored just for you! 

Valet® Plus Options

Posture Vest Padded Hip 
Positioning Belt

Seat Heat



Valet® Limited

The seat rotates… …then automatically reclines to 
provide head clearance…

…as it comes out of the vehicle and 
lowers to the desired height!

A Stylish Advantage...
An engineering marvel, the Valet Limited seat provides an array 
of powered functions: power forward/backward seat adjustment; 
power rotation/raising and lowering outside the vehicle; and 
power seat recline. The seat is even programmed to automatically 
recline as it passes through the door opening, providing extra 
headroom. Good looks come standard on this premium seat as 
it “disappears” into the interior of select vehicles. Black pattern 
fabric seat material is standard with a variety of leather and 
fabric options available.

Valet® Limited Options

Metro Tech Fabric Ultraleather™ Plus



Valet® LV

Caregivers marvel at how the Valet 
LV rotates the seat over the door sill, 
bridging the gap for an easier transfer.

At the touch of a button, the 
seat power rotates to provide 
easy access to the seat.

The Valet LV can handle a user weight 
up to 330 lbs (159 kg).

A Convenient Seat...
The simplest of all the Valet Signature Seating solutions, 
the Valet LV is available for both the driver (front left) and 
passenger (front right) positions. It is ideal for assistance 
in getting in and out of lower vehicles. At the touch of a 
button, the Valet LV rotates to provide easy access to the seat. 
Caregivers marvel that the Valet LV rotates out over the door 
sill, with a manual “seat slider” that bridges the gap for an 
easier transfer.

You don’t have to drive a minivan or SUV to enjoy the magic 
of Valet Signature Seating. The Valet LV is perfect for sedans 
and other lower vehicles. Try it for yourself! 

Metro Tech Fabric

See material swatches for accurate color representation.

Ultraleather™ Plus



Comfort SeatMetro Tech Fabric

See material swatches for accurate color representation.

Ultraleather™ Plus

A Revolutionary Offering in Automotive Seating 
Crafted with the highest polyurethane resins on the market, only Ultraleather™ Plus and Metro Tech 
fabric give you softness, comfort and luxury while offering unmatched durability to protect against 
the bumps, spills and scrapes of life on the road. These materials offer many benefits that original 
vehicle seats do not.

New Comfort Seat Highlights

 • OEM aesthetics • Easy to clean – simply wipe up stains with soap and water

 • State of the art foam technology • Disinfects with a 5:1 water/bleach solution

 • Easy recline levers on both sides • Micro-foam layer under upholstery for long-lasting comfort

 • Earth friendly (Greenguard® certified) • Controls temperature for skin protection

 • Many color choices • Scratch and blemish resistant – pet and kid friendly

 • Matching armrests available • Meets all applicable FMVSS requirements



All illustrations and specifications in this brochure are based on the latest product information available at the time of publication.  Bruno Independent Living Aids, Inc. reserves the 
right to make changes at any time without notice.  2013-9-13_Valet Signature Seating Brochure  © Bruno Independent Living Aids, Inc. 2013.

Part#: MKT-VSS

KEY FEATURES
Valet Valet Plus Valet Limited Valet LV

Maximum Weight Capacity
330 lb/
150 kg 

370 lb/
170 kg

330 lbs/
150 kgs

330 lbs/
150 kgs

Power Up/Down yes yes yes N/A
Power Rotate yes yes yes yes
3 Year Warranty yes yes yes yes
Hand-Held  
Pendant Controls yes yes yes yes

Powered by Vehicle Battery yes yes yes yes

Requires Structural  
Modification to Vehicle no no no no

Can Reinstall in  
Another Vehicle yes yes yes yes

Eligible for Auto  
Manufacturer Rebate yes yes yes yes

Crash Tested yes yes yes yes

Uses Automotive Seat Belt yes* yes yes yes

IMPORTANT: Contact your authorized Bruno dealer for specific details on your vehicle!

Innovation… 
for your Independence & Convenience

ELAN STAIRLIFT

CuRb-SIdER®

VERTICAL PLATFoRm LIFT CuSTom CuRVEd RAIL STAIRLIFT

ChARIoT®JoEy™

Here are just a few other great Bruno products…

Represented by:

bRuNo INdEPENdENT LIVINg AIdS, INC.® 
1780 Executive Drive, Oconomowoc, WI 53066 •  www.bruno.com

Attention Consumers!  Why it’s unwise to use an oEm factory seat:

Using an original vehicle seat in a turning application can create serious problems:

 • The rider may be outside of the “intended position” set by the vehicle manufacturer, which may  
  result in seat belts and airbags not functioning properly, as well as unsafe head clearance and  
  improper visibility

 • This will add significant installation fees when modifying the original vehicle seat to make it fit  
  on the base unit

 • It could be expensive or impossible to return the vehicle to its original condition for resale

*Some applications require the Bruno EXO-Frame seat belt replacement system


